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A growing number of young chefs and
restaurateurs in the city are working to mod-
ernize southern Taiwanese cuisine, while shin-
ing a spotlight on local produce. Gien Jia
takes inspiration from the European kitchen
when cooking Taiwanese ingredients. A sim-

ple plate of vegetables comes grilled with
plum butter on the side; bottle gourd and
chicken salad is dressed with a flying fish
sauce; and fresh local shrimp meets native
bacon inside ravioli.

All classic Taiwanese delicacies, whatever
their town of origin, are on offer in Kaohsiung
- braised pork over rice, oyster omeletttes,
soup dumplings, scallion pancakes and ice

treats of all persuasions. You will find these
and much more in the sensory cacophony
known as the night market. Of the dozen or
so in Kaohsiung, Ruifeng Night Market is the
local favorite. Everything seems to happen all
at once here: fairground games, hawking of
clothes and sundries, someone singing,
though food - the variety is dizzying - still
remains the focus.

Festivals galore
The Kaohsiung Spring Arts Festival, inau-

gurated in 2010, is an extravaganza of music,
theatre and dance, with a carefully curated
mix of genres - classical and contemporary,
conventional and experimental, Taiwanese
and Western. Performers hail from Asia, the
Americas and Europe; shows are held in the
city’s top-notch theatre and concert venues,
and also outdoors, and in libraries and restau-

rants - a reflection of the organizers’ ambition
to (literally) take the arts to all corners of
Kaohsiung. The festival runs from February to
July, with the bulk of the action happening
between April and June.

March see the exhilarating Megaport
Festival, a multi-stage outdoor music event at
Pier-2 Art District. Over two full days, more
than 80 rock, punk, electro and metal bands -
mostly Taiwanese with some Hong Kong and
Japanese acts thrown in - play to screaming
fans from all over the island and neighboring
regions.

Listening and literature
Many of Kaohsiung’s most exciting live

music, film and literary events take place in
sultry lounges and brooding alley cafes that
offer a killer cup of joe (or shot of absinthe).

Understated Marsalis is one of Taiwan’s finest
jazz bars, while R.Ruyo Deli Cafe and Ruh Cafe
are both hotspots for indie, experimental and
techno sounds. In Our Time hosts jazz and
indie gigs inside an old warehouse. Among
the hottest book-and-bean addresses are Cafe
Strada, jokingly known as the cradle of
Kaohsiung’s literati, and Takao Books, the
city’s most active organiser of literary events.
Kaohsiung’s taste-makers often hang out at
Hsiao Ti Cafe in sleepy Yancheng District,
where the 1970s Japanese coffee house
decor, the owner’s stories of the area’s golden
age and the free breakfast (available before
10am) are the draws.

Weird and wonderful
Ti·nli·o Stone Temple is the work of a few

hundred Southeast Asian migrant workers
who were, as the story goes, taken in by the
temple’s abbot when the construction project
that hired them went awry, leaving them
stranded in Taiwan. To thank the monks, the
men fashioned this fantastical-looking temple
out of seashells, coral and stones. The main
deity here is the Taoist goddess Cundi
Bodhisattva, whose statue and those of other
gods line wavy corridors evoking Barcelona’s
Park Gaell.

You may have seen ‘Manhattan-henge’ - a
big golden sun setting between silhouettes of
New York’s skyscrapers. An equally spectacu-
lar solar phenomenon occurs in Kaohsiung
thanks to its gridded layout. ‘Kaohsiung-
henge’ occurs twice a year, for two or three
days around late January and mid-November.
During these magical days, the city looks like
nothing else - tower cranes on the horizon,
gold spilling on the boulevard and everything
sublimated for a few brief moments by the
apparent closeness of the sun. The most ideal
viewing spots are streets with an east-west
orientation, such as Qingnian 1st Road in
Lingya District. (www.lonelyplanet.com) 

The city’s new light
rail system will 

connect the major 
cultural sights


